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“Four Palestinian Victims were killed in Syria Because of 

Bombing, Siege and Torture” 

 

 
 
 

 Bombing targeted Yarmouk refugee camp and the vicinity of Khan AL 

Sheih. 

 Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon sit-in, in front of UNRWA office in Al 

Baddawi camp. 

 Rakan Hussein continues hunger strike for the seventh day respectively. 

 News about new reconciliation agreement in the Yarmouk refugee camp. 

 

 

 

Juma’a Salih Saif victim of the siege on the Yarmouk refugee camp 
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Victims 

Juma’a Salih Saif, 75 years, passed away due to the lack of medical care 

and medicine caused by the continues blockade imposed on the Yarmouk 

refugee camp. 

Rami Suleiman Sahli from Yarmouk refugee camp was killed under 

torture in the prisons of Syrian Security. 

Ammar Ali from Khan Al Sheih in Damascus was killed after being 

kidnapped by an unknown destination. 

Ahmed Mohammed Rizk Allah from Handarat Camp was killed in the 

clashes at Al Zahra area at Aleppo. "Rizkallah" is a member of Civil 

Committees of the Regular Army. 

 
Ammar Ali 

Recent Updates 

A number of mortar shells hit different parts of the Yarmouk refugee 

camp in Damascus, while the siege is still imposed on the camp for more 

than ten months. The camp suffers of a severe shortage of medical 

supplies, which made all hospitals and clinics to stop working except 

Palestine hospital which works with minimum energy. 
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Juma’a Salih Saif passed away yesterday because of the lack of health 

care in the camp, raising the number of siege victims to 150.  

On the other hand, Regular Army and groups of the Popular Front - 

General Command checkpoints allowed the return of a number of 

students who were doing their official exams outside the camp, in 

addition to a few families. 

 
The return of students and some families to the Yarmouk refugee camp 

 

In the same context, the Action Group received news about new initiative 

that has been agreed upon, between the armed brigades inside the camp 

and the Syrian Regime, to neutralize the Yarmouk refugee camp on the 

conflict in Syria.  

Reports about an agreement of supplying food aid to the camp and 

cancellation of the item concerning the regularization of the gunmen, 

which was mentioned in previous initiatives, to be settled in case it will be 

agreed in isolation from the Palestinian factions. 

It was agreed also to break the siege on the Yarmouk camp and open the 

way for the entry and exit of people, in addition to the return of its 
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residents and release of Palestinian detainees in the prisons of Syrian 

Regime - as stipulated in the initiative. 

Meanwhile, Khan Al Shieh camp in Damascus witnessed a state of 

careful calm during warplanes hovering, coincided with power outage, 

and sounds of intermittently explosions were heard, sourced from farms 

surrounding the camp. 

It is noteworthy that the camp and surrounding areas are witnessing 

significant tension in the past few days, which led to the continued 

interruption of access roads between the camp and the city center. 

 

Lebanon 

A number of Palestinian refugees, coming from Syria to Lebanon, sit-in 

in front of the Director of UNRWA Services Office, in AL Baddawi camp 

at Tripoli, to protest against the decisions issued by the Lebanese 

Government. 

Those decisions prevent the entry of Palestinian Syrian refugees to 

Lebanese territory, except having a visa, prior approval and stop 

renewing their residency permits.  

 
The Sit-in in front of the office of the Director of Unrwa services 
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Protesters demanded solutions and alternatives to this situation, and at 

the end of the sit-in, protestors presented a memorandum of their 

demands to the Director of UNRWA Services Office in the camp. 

 

Hungary 

The Palestinian refugee "Rakan Hussein," continues his hunger strike for 

the seventh day respectively, to protest against the obstruction of the 

Hungarian Authorities to reunite with his children, on the pretext of non-

recognition their passports. 

Latest updates, Mr. Rakan met the representative of Hungarian 

Immigration Department Office in order to see his conditions and 

suffering, and gave him a paper and asked him to sign it, Rakan refused 

and insisted to show it to his lawyer who underestimates the importance 

of the paper content. 

 
Rakan Hussein 

 

On the other hand, in an attempt to activate the issue of Rakan Hussein, 

on more than one level, representative of the Palestinian community in 

Norway Mr. Hussein Awad made a phone call with the Palestinian 

Ambassador Marie Antoinette. 
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Mrs. Antoinette promised to do her best efforts to solve this issue and to 

provide all assistance to Rakan’s children until they meet with their 

father. 

Palestinian Ambassador in Hungary, Marie Antoinette, appealed Rakan 

Hussein to stop his hunger strike. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

The Charity Commission for Relief of the Palestinian people distributed 

food baskets to the students who were allowed to return to Yarmouk 

refugee camp, after they have completed the official exams. 

 
Distribution of food baskets in the Yarmouk refugee camp 

 

 


